First off, it is Dr. Irvin or Professor Irvin.

Second, I have no doubt that Professor Boterbloem provided you with extensive enough notes and reasons as to why your paper was rejected. The proper response would have been to take these notes and continue to work with your chapter advisor or other experienced advisor within your own University and revise your paper accordingly.

Third, lose my email. I have no interest in dealing with this sort of childish nonsense, and quite frankly if in future venues I should run across your work or a presentation thereof at whatever level of academic study you might be found you can be assured that this incident will be fresh in my mind and will certainly bias whatever opinion might be formed towards you and your work. This sort of behavior is the height of unprofessionalism and something quite frankly I would not have expected of grade-schoolers let alone someone aspiring to take part in academia. In short, whatever level of student you might be, I suggest you grow up quickly and endeavor to not engage in this sort of behavior ever again, especially as I am certain I am not the only chapter advisor you have contacted and you have likely deeply embarrassed yourself in front of a national audience that will almost certainly have a say in graduate school admissions and future employment opportunities.

I do not expect that I will be hearing from you again.

From: David Roemer
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2016 8:59 PM
To: Dr. Aaron Irvin
Subject: Re: PAT